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A Boy Called Slow Vocabulary Worksheet 

Fill in each blank with the best vocabulary word from the box. 

custom     reputation     inherited     raid     extended     vision     determination     respect 

1. We need to ____________ people who are older than us. 

2. That boy has a(n) ____________ for being a loud student.  

3. If you have a(n) ____________, then you can change your childhood name.  

4. If you want to steal from another group, you can go on a(n) ____________.  

5. My grandparents and uncles are in my ____________ family.  

6. One Chinese ____________ is to bring a gift when you visit someone.  

7. I ____________ a lot of money from my father when he died.  

8. You need talent and ____________ to succeed in life.  

Write the letter of the definition that best fits each word. 

9. _____ custom                         a. Fighting a group and stealing their things 

10. _____ reputation                  b. Seeing something that others cannot 

11. _____ inherited                     c. A tradition 

12. _____ raid                             d. To honor; have good feelings toward 

13. _____ extended                     e. A strong feeling that you can do it 

14. _____ vision                          f. To receive from parents or grandparents 

15. _____ determination             g. Outside your immediate family 

16. _____ respect                       h. What people think about you 



Draw a picture for the word in each box. 

17. vision 18. custom 19. raid 20. extended 

    

21. weapon 22. rifle 23. inherited 24. battle 

    

Write the number of syllables in each word. Then write each word with a slash (/) 

between the syllables. 

25. reputation           _____           ____________________ 

26. determination     _____           ____________________ 

27. extended            _____           ____________________ 

28. inherited            _____           ____________________ 

29. raid                    _____           ____________________ 

30. vision                 _____           ____________________ 

Answer each question with a good sentence. 

31. What kind of thing are you determined to do?________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

32. What would you do if you inherited US $1,000 from your grandparents?_____ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 


